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Good Evening.
A statistic to consider:
Life Expectancy in Victoria is 82.
The median age of ‘COVID DEATHS’ is 83.
https://www.who.int/countries/aus/
Why is Daniel Andrews using a different company for the supply of the COVID test kits when compared to
the rest of Australia?
BGI Group (Chinese company supplying our PCR test kits) have been discovered by the Australian
Government to be complicit in human rights violations where Muslims in Xinjiang China are detained and
forced to work in cotton factories for international supply of textiles as well as DNA harvesting.
This is suspect given the Belt and Road initiative Danial Andrews signed with China who now are partnered
with BGI Group China as well. Why would he choose this specific company and not follow the rest of
Australia so that we all align with testing standards? Where is Victoria's DNA going after they have been
tested?
A VIC government that abuses its control by instilling fear into its civilians by stating that coronavirus lasts
on surfaces for up to 28 days. This suggestion is blatant fear mongering. This is what WHO says about that...
WHO: The most important thing to know about coronavirus on surfaces is that they can easily be cleaned
with common household disinfectants that will kill the virus. Studies have shown that the COVID-19 virus
can survive for up to 72 hours on plastic and stainless steel, less than 4 hours on copper and less than 24
hours on cardboard. As, always clean your hands with an alcohol-based hand rub or wash them with soap
and water. Avoid touching your eyes, mouth, or nose.
The VIC government mandates masks (even for healthy citizens) despite no scientifically proven facts on
effectiveness. This is what WHO has to say about that.
WHO: Currently, there is not enough evidence for or against the use of masks (medical or other) in healthy
individuals in the wider community. However, WHO is actively studying the rapidly evolving science on
masks and continuously updates its guidance.
Most importantly, from what I have learnt and read about the roles and responsibilities of the ministers, it is
not the position of MP's to be presenting their personal opinion. They are an elected member of parliament
and it is their duty to represent the community. Maybe I have misinterpreted how our democratic system
works but this is what I found:
"Member of ParliamentMembers of Parliament represent constituents in the Victorian Parliament."
Reference comes from: https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/component/content/article/2-articles/2491-fact-
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Another statistic for you:
25,000 human lives were lost today from starvation and malnutrition.
ZERO people died from covid today.
This is not a pandemic this is a casedemic – Our VIC government is so preoccupied with case numbers and
not with the actual facts. The survival rate is just shy of 100% and yet here we are, imprisoned on our own
homes with an insulting 5km travel restriction.
When are we going to consider the startling fact of the detrimental effects of this lockdown far outweighing
the actual virus?
Thank you for your time.
Kind Regards,

Do you have any additional comments or suggestions?:
Yes.
Sack
Daniel
Andrews
End The Lockdown ENTIRELY.
Respect our Basic Human Rights.
Educate, Empower, Trust the people with our/their own health and wellbeing.
Thank you.

